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Abstract—The emerging trend toward utilizing chip multicore
processors (CMPs) that support dynamic voltage and frequency
scaling (DVFS) is driven by user requirements for high perfor-
mance and low power. To overcome limitations of the conventional
chip-wide DVFS and achieve the maximum possible energy sav-
ing, per-core DVFS is being enabled in the recent CMP offerings.
While power consumed by the CMP is reduced by per-core
DVFS, power dissipated by the set of voltage regulators (VRs)
that are required to support per-core DVFS becomes critical.
This paper focuses on the dynamic control of the VRs in a CMP
platform. Starting with a proposed platform with a reconfigurable
VR-to-core power distribution network (PDN), two optimization
methods are presented to maximize the system-wide energy sav-
ings: 1) reactive VR consolidation (VRCon) to reconfigure the
network for maximizing the power conversion efficiency of the
VRs, which is performed under the predetermined DVFS levels
for the cores and 2) proactive VRCon to determine new DVFS
levels for maximizing the total energy savings without any per-
formance degradation. Along with the optimization methods for
the PDN composed of homogeneous VRs, we also discuss the
PDN with heterogeneous VRs, which is proposed to increase the
benefits of the VRCon by incorporating VRs with a larger driv-
ing capability of load current. Results from detailed simulations
based on realistic experimental setups demonstrate up to 36%
VR energy loss reduction and 9% total energy saving.

Index Terms—DC–DC converter, low-power design, power
delivery network, power distribution network (PDN), voltage
regulator (VR).

I. INTRODUCTION

BY LEVERAGING technology scaling to pack multiple
processor cores on a single die, chip multicore proces-

sors (CMPs) have been increasingly adopted in desktop and
server applications, as well as mobile environments, due to
the growing demand for high performance VLSI systems.
CMPs have achieved high throughputs in handling multiple
applications by distributing them to different cores and execut-
ing them simultaneously. Furthermore, emerging challenging
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scientific and engineering problems craving for high perfor-
mance computing and simulation have resulted in the advent
of many-core processors. In spite of the benefits, developing
such multi/many-core processors has hit a critical roadblock,
power consumption. Due to the limited power budget and
running/cooling cost, power consumption has become an
overriding concern for CMP designs.

One of the most effective techniques to mitigate the power
consumption of CMPs is to dynamically vary the supply volt-
age and operating frequency values applied to the process
cores in response to load conditions or workload characteris-
tics (this is known as dynamic voltage and frequency scaling,
or DVFS for short) [2], [3]. The conventional approach is to
perform DVFS for all cores in a processor (per-chip DVFS).
This approach has not been able to take full advantage of
power-saving that DVFS potentially achieves. For instance,
some of the cores may not need a high voltage/frequency
level, but can not be lowered because of the other cores.
To surmount this shortcoming, applying DVFS to each indi-
vidual core (per-core DVFS) has been suggested, and has
resulted in excellent flexibility in controlling power [4]–[6].
Unfortunately, this approach can still have inevitable draw-
backs such as a larger footprint, higher power conversion
loss, and higher control complexity incurred by the more
sophisticated power distribution network (PDN).

The PDN in the per-core DVFS platform provides power to
each core from a power source. It consists of voltage regula-
tors (VRs), which play a pivotal role to convert the voltage
level of the power source to the required voltage levels of the
target cores. Therefore, to support the per-core DVFS, at least
the same number of VRs (as the number of cores) should be
equipped in the platform, which can cause high area overhead.
However, recent research work that focuses on on-chip VR
designs proves that this overhead can be significantly mitigated
by reducing the size of each VR [7]–[9].

Meanwhile, the VRs inevitably dissipate power, and power
dissipations from all VRs inside a per-core DVFS platform can
result in a considerable amount of power loss. Given that a
VRs power conversion efficiency (simply called VR efficiency
in the remainder of this paper) is the ratio of the power con-
sumed by a core to the total power consumed by both the core
and VR, the state-of-the-art VRs exhibit high peak power con-
version efficiency, but their efficiency can drop dramatically
under adverse load conditions (i.e., out-of-range output current
levels) [1], [9]. Fig. 1 shows an example of traces of the VR
efficiency during delivering power to a core. Around 24% of
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Fig. 1. Power conversion efficiency traces: simulation result from PARSEC-
streamcluster in Sniper [10] with LTC3816 [11].

input power is dissipated by the VR in the high efficiency
region (indicated by the red line), but more than 53% of the
input power is consumed by the VR in the low efficiency
region (the blue line) in the figure. Consequently, the VR effi-
ciency is a critical concern and optimization objective to save
power in the platform.

A few recent papers have studied VR components in order to
improve the efficiency of a single VR [12]–[15]. Optimizing
the switch sizes and the frequency of the pulse-width mod-
ulator (PWM) in the VR for the given workload has been
studied in [13] and [14]. Using multiple/parallel switches in
the VR design has been presented in [12] and [15]. In con-
trast, little attention has been paid to the question of how to
improve the efficiency of a VR network from system-level
optimizations, in spite of a few papers that have explored
VRs from a system perspective [4]–[6], [16]. A DVFS pol-
icy that is aware of the VR efficiency characteristics has been
addressed in [16]. The optimal frequency of a core has been
derived to minimize the total energy consumption in both the
core and the VR. However, there is still large potential to save
more power in the multicore and multiVR systems. In [4], the
potential of energy saving in the CMP using per-core DVFS
and fast transient responses of VRs has been presented. To
determine the optimal DVFS levels for each core, an offline
algorithm based on integer linear programming (ILP) has been
proposed. But this approach does not consider the power dis-
sipated by the indispensable large number of VRs to enable
per-core DVFS. Meanwhile, to tackle the drawback of per-
core DVFS, an offline approach to cluster the cores in the
same voltage-rail has been suggested [5]. K-means clustering
has been used to group some cores which have the similar
DVFS levels, so as to reduce the number of VRs required in
the system. However, reducing a fixed number of VRs loses in
part the benefit of per-core DVFS as aforesaid, and may not
guarantee energy saving in VRs with dynamically changing
workloads. In addition, clustering the cores with similar behav-
iors of the voltage/frequency levels may not be applicable for
multithreaded applications where the locking and synchroniza-
tion issues should be carefully accounted for [17] and [18]. For
example, a delayed thread of an application on the clustered
core may have to lock the other threads for the synchroniza-
tion, which can cause significant delay of the application.

Similar to [5], but to support an online control of matching
cores and converters, a (3D) reconfigurable switch network has
been recently presented in [6]. This approach has achieved to
reduce the number of VRs, and flexibly utilize them with a
proposed time-space multiplexing scheme. However, platform-
level total power consumption that should include power

consumption of the multiple VRs has not been taken into
account.

This paper starts from a concept to combine some cores,
which operate at the same voltage level and drive relatively
small amount of load current, to be powered by a single VR.
This approach can significantly reduce the VR power loss in
the multicore processor platform due to the following two
reasons: 1) the VR used to power multiple cores has relatively
high current load and thus has higher efficiency according
to the VR characteristics and 2) the VRs that are not used
can be turned off to save power. Based on this concept of
VR consolidation, we propose a new design of the multi-core
platform, which exploits (multiple) sets of network switches
to reconfigure the PDN. We then present two optimization
methods to minimize the VR power loss and maximize the
total energy saving. We first propose a reactive method that
configures the PDN based on the sensed voltage/current level
of each core. We present a proactive method to decide the
optimal voltage/frequency level of each core in the consider-
ation of maximizing the consolidation opportunities of VRs,
in order to minimize the energy consumption of the whole
system. Along with the optimization methods for the PDN
composed of homogeneous VRs, we also discuss the PDN
with heterogeneous VRs, which is proposed to increase the
benefits of the VRCon by equipping VRs with a larger driv-
ing capability of load current. We provide detailed discussion
about the design considerations for both homo/heteogeneous
PDNs.

We validate the proposed methods on various applications
from the PARSEC [19] and SPLASH2 [20] benchmark suites.
We perform detailed multicore processor simulation using
the modified Sniper simulator [10], and the SPICE circuit
simulation with a commercial VR carefully selected for fair
evaluation. Results demonstrate up to 36% VR energy loss
reduction and 9% total energy saving.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II provides some characteristics of the VR model.
In Section III, the two optimization methods are presented.
Section IV introduces the PDN with the heterogenous VRs,
and extends the two optimization methods. Section V is ded-
icated to the experimental work, while Section VI concludes
this paper.

II. PRELIMINARY: VR CHARACTERISTICS

According to circuit implementation and operation prin-
ciples, VRs can be generally classified into three types,
low-dropout regulators (LDOs), switched-capacitor regulators
(SCs), and inductive switching regulators. LDOs and SCs
have advantages that they are easy for integration and have
low area-overhead compared to inductive switching regulators.
However, inductive switching regulators achieve higher con-
version efficiencies over a wide range of output loads.
Furthermore, the digitally programable controllers equipped in
inductive switching regulators have more benefits than other
types of regulators to support dynamic voltage setting with
fast transient response. Therefore, inductive switching regula-
tors are more suitable and typically used for delivering power
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Fig. 2. Circuit schematics of an inductive (synchronous) switching VR.

to processors. We focus on the inductive switching regulator,
and simply call it VR in the remainder of this paper.

To help understanding the power losses of the VR, a sim-
plified schematic of a synchronous buck-type VR is shown in
Fig. 2. This schematic consists of an inductor, a capacitor, two
switches, and a switch driver which is a PWM controller. If
the conduction current of the switch is small (e.g., less than
0.5 A [21]), the lateral power MOSFETs have been used for
the two switches [12], [13], [15], [16]. Whereas, the trench
(vertical) power MOSFETs are widely used in state-of-the-art
VRs, because they generally offer much lower resistance than
the lateral MOSFETs. In this paper, we uses the trench power
MOSFETs for the two switches, in order to follow the trend
of the modern VR designs that are dominantly equipped in the
multicore platforms.

In Fig. 2, M1 and M2 are the high side control FET and low
side synchronous FET, respectively. Parasitic resistance of the
inductor L is denoted by RL. In the same manner, the parasitic
resistance of the capacitor C is referred to RC. Depending on
the physical sources of power consumption, power loss of the
VR is composed of the following three parts: 1) conduction
loss; 2) switching loss; and 3) controller power loss, denoted
by Pconduction, Pswitching, and Pcontroller, respectively [15], [16].
The power loss of the VR, Ploss, is the sum of the three parts

Ploss = Iout
2(RL + DRM1 + (1 − D)RM2)

+(�I)2(RL + DRM1 + (1 − D)RM2 + RC)/12

+Vinfsw(QM1 + QM2) + VinIcontroller (1)

where Iout is the output current and Vin and Vout are the input
and output voltages. RM1 and RM2 are the resistance of the
switch M1 and M2, respectively; QM1 and QM2 are the charge
of each switch that includes gate charge, gate-source charge,
output charge, and the diode reverse recovery charge [22]; D is
the PWM duty ratios of the control FET, which can be derived
from (Vout + Iout(RM2 + RL))/(Vin − Iout(RM1 + RM2)); fsw is
the PWM switching frequency; Icontroller is the current flowing
in the controller of the VR, and �I is the inductor current
ripple. In (1), the first and second terms are the dc and ac parts
of Pconduction, respectively. The third term of (1) is Pswitching.
The fourth term of (1) is Pcontroller. Finally, the VR efficiency,
η, can be calculated as

η(%) = Pout

Pin
= VoutIout

VoutIout + Ploss
· 100%. (2)

As seen from (1), both resistances and charges of the
switches contribute to the VR power loss, Ploss. While the
resistances of the switches traditionally dominated Ploss at low
fsw, the charges of the switches has become more dominant as

Fig. 3. VR efficiency and power loss versus output current conditions.

fsw has been raised up to megahertz. Furthermore, exploiting
the trench power MOSFETs that can offer very low resistances
could reduce the conduction loss of the switches, Pconduction,
but nevertheless the trench power MOSFETs still suffer from
high charges due to the inherent vertical structure. Although
there have been studies to overcome this drawback by opti-
mizing the size of the switches [13], [14] and using multiple
parallel switches [12], [15], these studies could not make the
VR efficiency constantly high in the whole range of output
current conditions. Instead, there will still exist low efficiency
regions for the output current conditions, where the switching
loss, Pswitching, is dominant. For better understanding, Fig. 3 is
provided to show an example of the VR efficiency according
to the output current changes, based on (1). The output cur-
rents in the figure are conceptually divided to two regions to
show that the main sources of the VR power loss are Pswitching
and Pcontroller in region I, and Pconduction in region II. While
region II shows relatively high efficiency owing to the low
resistances of the switches, the efficiency in region I drops
dramatically under the adverse conditions of the output current
due to the power loss from the high charges of the switches.

Selecting the pertinent switches are not only critical for
the VR efficiency, but also affect the output current driving
capability of the VR because: 1) there exists a maximum
(continuous) drain current for the switch, ID, above which it
may break down or get overheated and 2) the drain current is
proportional to the output current, and the maximum output
current Iout(max) should be limited according to the required
limitation of the inductor current ripple, �IL. For reference,
Iout(max) may be expressed as [23]

Iout(max) < IL(peak) − �IL

2
= IL(peak) − Vout

2fswL

(
1 − Vout

Vin

)
(3)

where IL(peak) is the peak inductor current. In general, modern
VRs feature an onboard sensing circuit that senses IL(peak), and
a feedback control loop to limit the current.

In this paper, we carefully select the power MOSFETs
from the device industry so that each single VR has the per-
tinent characteristics (efficiency and output current driving
capability). Details will be discussed in Section V-A. Then,
we perform the system level optimizations for the whole VRs
in the PDN of a multicore platform.

III. DYNAMIC RECONFIGURATION OF THE

VR-TO-CORE NETWORK

A state-of-the-art VR powering a set of cores may have low
conversion efficiency when there is a mismatch between the
high efficiency region of VRs and the load condition of the
cores, as addressed in the previous section. Furthermore, due to
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Fig. 4. Diagram of the proposed multicore platform.

the introduction of a large number of VRs for per-core DVFS,
significant amount of power will be dissipated by the VRs.

Especially, the VR efficiency under the low load current
condition, as shown in region I of Fig. 3, could not be effec-
tively improved by the approaches of sizing the switches. In
addition, the power consumption by the controller in a VR,
Pcontroller, cannot be scaled with the size of switches. In region
I where the PWM operating mode is inefficient, an alternative
operating mode such as pulse frequency modulation (PFM)
can be added to compensate the degraded efficiency [8], [12].
Although mitigating the radical efficiency drop in the low cur-
rent region, the efficiency of the PFM mode is typically lower
than that of the PWM mode in the normal current region.
The design/control complexity of the VR also increases by
supporting switching between these two modes.

Instead of adding more operating modes, we propose a
system-level optimization technique to substantially improve
the VR efficiency in the per-core DVFS-based CMPs. This
technique dynamically configures the connection network
between VRs and cores according to the load current demand
for each core. The basic idea can be motivated and illustrated
with a simple example: if both cores in a dual core processor
require the same supply voltage level, and they have small load
currents (their load currents are not necessarily the same), then
their power domains can be consolidated to share a single VR.
In this way, the shared VR will have higher load current and
thus higher conversion efficiency (because it will subsequently
operate in its high conversion efficiency region), whereas the
other VR which is not in use can be turned off to save energy.
Starting from this intuition, we propose a new technique called
VRCon in a reconfigurable VR-to-core distribution network
(this is in analogy with the well-known technique of core
consolidation used to consolidate tasks/jobs into a minimum
number of active cores in a CMP).

A. Proposed Multicore Platform

Fig. 4 provides a conceptual diagram of the proposed multi-
core platform. The platform has a number of VRs and multiple
cores. There are several groups of reconfigurable VR-to-core
connection networks supported by network switches imple-
mented with power MOSFET switches. The VR-to-core net-
work can deliver power for each core from any VR in the same
group. We will discuss these groups of connection networks in

Fig. 5. Example cases that the reactive VRCon can be applied.

detail in Section III-D. This reconfigurable PDN thus enables
arbitrary connections between output of any VR and the input
power pin of any core in the same group.

The power manager (PM) in a conventional CMP plat-
form controls the processor’s operating condition by using
the DVFS technique. Compared to the conventional designs,
we add a VRCon manager (called VRCM), which ultimately
controls the core’s frequency/voltage level, as well as the oper-
ations of VRs and ON/OFF states of the network switches in
VRCon. The PM in the proposed platform still keeps monitor-
ing the core status (i.e., performance) reported by the hardware
performance monitor as a conventional PM does. According to
this design, the PM determines a tentative supply voltage and
operating frequency of each core, and transmits this informa-
tion to VRCM as a recommendation. The new supply voltage
and frequency levels of each core are finally set by the VRCM,
which may actually choose different values than those recom-
mended by the PM. Details will be discussed in the following
subsections.

B. Reactive VRCon

The power saving achieved by employing DVFS strongly
depends on the frequency of the decision making process, or
equivalently, the duration of decision period (TDVFS). If TDVFS
is small, the output of the VR and phase-locked loop will
change more frequently, which results in better responsive-
ness to load changes but also higher energy loss and delay
penalty due to overhead of DVFS transitions. TDVFS should
thus be considered a design variable to be set by the PM, which
needs to be (much) longer than the voltage scaling time of the
VR [24]. On the other hand, by turning on/off the network
switches, the time to reconfigure the VR-to-core network (TNS)
is only limited by the transient response of the VR, which is
in general much shorter than the voltage scaling time (TNS <

TDVFS). Consequently, we treat the DVFS setting and network
reconfiguration as the global and local power managements of
VRCon, respectively. TDVFS and TNS are the required mini-
mum global and local decision epoch lengths, respectively.

For its local power management function, the reactive
VRCon applies only to cores operating at the same supply
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voltage level. As shown in Fig. 5, the blue box shows the
cases when the reactive VRCon can be applied. The VRCM
in this case performs only the network switch control to min-
imize the total energy consumption (that is, it will not change
the voltage and frequency decisions of the PM). This total
energy consumption is the summation of energy losses of the
active VRs (including network switches) and the energy con-
sumptions of the cores during the time period TDVFS. We
define Tl as the time period of lth local management satis-
fying Tl ≥ TNS, for ∀l, and

∑L
l=1 Tl ≤ TDVFS. Now then, the

total energy consumption in TDVFS can be expressed as

ETDVFS =
N∑

i=1

Ecore,i +
L∑

l=1

⎛
⎝ N∑

i=1

ENS,i,Tl +
N∑

j=1

EVR,j,Tl

⎞
⎠(4)

where minimizing the second term in (4) is the objective of
the reactive VRCon. In the equation, N is the total number
of cores. The energy consumption of the ith core is given by
Ecore,i = ∫

Icore,i(t)Vcore,idt, where Icore,i(t) is the input current
of the ith core, and Vcore,i is the input voltage of the ith core.
Icore,i(t) is a function of time, but Vcore,i is constant in the
period of TDVFS. We define the energy loss of the turned-on
network switch connected to the ith core during time period Tl

as ENS,i,Tl . The energy loss of the jth VR during time period
Tl is defined as EVR,j,Tl . For the local power management in
an arbitrary time period, we use ENS,i and EVR,j to represent
the general forms of ENS,i,Tl and EVR,j,Tl , respectively.

If identical power MOSFETs are used for the network
switches, the power loss of the power MOSFET PNS,i may
be expressed as [25]

PNS,i(t) = Ion,i + Ioff,i

Ig
VDQg + 1

2
COSSV2

D + I2
core,i RNS (5)

where the first term is the switching loss during the turn-on
and turn-off times; the second term is the switching loss from
output capacitance of the power MOSFET; and the third term
is the conduction power loss. Ion, Ioff are the load current at
the turn-on and turn-off times, Ig is the gate drive current;
VD is bus voltage; Qg is the gate charge, which is generally
provided in power MOSFET datasheets, and COSS is the output
capacitance of the power MOSFET given by the gate-to-drain
capacitance plus the drain-to-source capacitance of the switch.
RNS is the on-state resistance of the power MOSFET. From (5),
we can derive ENS,i.

To obtain EVR,j, we could use the VR power loss model
in [15] and [16], or circuit simulations with the target VR
module. Either method requires the load voltage and current
values. The output voltage of a turned-on VR is set to be the
supply voltage level of any core connected to the VR. On the
other hand, the output current of the VR is set to be the sum
of the load currents of the connected cores. Note that if the
local power management aims to consolidate some cores to
one VR, the maximum load current should not be greater than
the maximum current rating of the VR. The red box in Fig. 5
shows the cases when the reactive VRCon can not be applied,
because of the overrated combined load current.

Owing to the limited number of cores in each group of
the connection networks, it becomes manageable to find the

cores to be combined to minimize the energy consumption of
both VRs and network switches in a group. To achieve this
goal, VRCM first sorts the cores in each group that have the
same voltage levels and a lower amount of input current than
the maximum driving capability of a VR. Then, based on the
current levels, VRCM finds the two cores, by merging which
the VR energy saving is maximized. After consolidation of
those two cores, VRCM keeps repeating this procedure until
there is no core available, or the VR energy saving from the
consolidation of the remaining cores is less than the power
loss of the network switch transition.

C. Proactive VRCon

For its global power management function, the proactive
VRCon exploits DVFS technique to perform frequency (and
its corresponding voltage level) scaling taking into account
energy consumptions of both cores and VRs, in the decision
period, TDVFS. In our proposed method, there exists a trade-off
between the energy saving by DVFS (which is initially deter-
mined by the PM), and reduced energy loss by adaptively
turning off the VRs and using fewer number of VRs at higher
conversion efficiencies. If the VRCM finds out that the latter
option is more desirable, the VRCM will not decrease the fre-
quency/voltage levels of some cores to the minimum possible
level. Instead, it will adjust the frequency/voltage levels of the
cores to increase the opportunities for applying the VRCon
procedure.

Compared to the reactive VRCon, the objective here is to
find the frequency/voltage level of each core during TDVFS
to minimize the total energy consumption, which can be
formulated as

min

(
T∑

t=1

ETDVFS,t(Vcore,1, Vcore,2, .., Vcore,N)

)
(6)

where ETDVFS,t denotes the total energy consumption during
the tth time period of TDVFS, which is formulated in (4).
TDVFS,T indicates that all the task processings are finished in
this period. Given that Vcore,i in the period TDVFS affects the
results of the reactive VRCon, Ecore,i, ENS,i,Tl , and EVR,j,Tl in
ETDVFS,t are functions of Vcore,i.

Because of: 1) changing Vcore,∀i in time period TDVFS,t

affects the VRCon results in period TDVFS,t+1 and 2) the lock-
ing and synchronization issues of the multithread applications
in multicore processors, solving (6) is difficult. Therefore, by
exploiting the initial DVFS schedule of the PM, we first divide
the overall problem into sub-problems, each of which only
concerns how to modify the initial DVFS schedule to optimize
the energy saving results of the reactive VRCon in a given
period, TDVFS. In order to guarantee that the performance
(i.e., total execution time of applications) is not degraded by
the modification of DVFS schedule, we impose the constraint
that the VRCM can only keep the same or increase (but not
decrease) the frequency/voltage level of each core from the
original DVFS level suggested by the PM. Now, we transfer
the problem in (6) to a problem to find the energy-efficient net-
work configuration and voltage level of cores that minimize the
total power consumption while maintaining the performance
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Algorithm 1 To Find a Set of the New Voltage Levels Based
on the Proactive VRCon, Under the Homogeneous PDN

Initialization
define S: a set of the consolidated cores to a single VR � S is a
subset solution for (7).
define C = {(I1, V1), (I2, V2), . . . , (IM, VM)} � M is the number
of cores in a group of connection network

function Find_Max_Saving (C) � Find two cores that achieves
the maximum power saving by the consolidation.

Find i and j such that
i �= j, i, j ≤ K, � K is the number of elements in C
V = max(Vi, Vj) � Max. voltage level is chosen.
I = Ii,new + Ij,new ≤ Iout(max) � Ii,new is the new

current value of ith core induced by changing the voltage level of
the core. If the voltage has not been changed, Ii,new = Ii.

max

(
Ploss(Ii, Vi) + Ploss(Ij, Vj) − Ploss(I, V) + IiVi + IjVj

−(Ii + Ij)V + PNS(Ii) + PNS(Ij) − PNS(I)

)

� Calculate the power saving. Ploss and PNS are from (1)
and (5), respectively.

if i and j exist and the maximum power saving > 0 then
update S, and return {(Ii + Ij), cl:cl ∈ C, l �= i, j} � Now

we treat these two cores as one equivalent core.
else Return {}

function VRCon_pro_I (C) � Main function
while C �= {} do

U = {c|c ∈ C, I ∈ c ≤ Iout(max)}
Map u ∈ U to s ∈ S � match the rearranged u to s
C = Find_Max_Saving_I (C) � A new set C is updated.

return S

of the system. If we define the network configuration so that
Sn denotes a set of the consolidated cores to the nth VR, we
can formally describe the problem as follows:

find N sets S1, S2,..., SN

to minimize ETDVFS,t(V1, V2, .., VN)

subject to VSn = max
m∈Sn

(Vm), and ISn =
∑
m∈Sn

Im,new ≤ Iout(max)

(7)

where Vm, 1 ≤ m ≤ N, is the voltage level suggested by
the PM of the mth core; VSn is the maximum voltage levels
of cores consolidated to the nth VR (those nth set), Im,new
is the new current value of the mth core under VSn ; ISn is the
summation of Im’s, m ∈ Sn. If the VRCM finds a solution to the
above problem, it will override the DVFS level recommended
by the PM with the new voltage level.

From the assumption that tasks during time period TDVFS
have already been assigned to the cores according to the PMs
recommendation, we focus only on the DVFS decisions of
the VRCM without any task migration. Consequently, (7) can
be divided into a set of subproblems, each of which is to
find DVFS levels only for the cores belonging to the same
group. Furthermore, the number of cores in any group is con-
strained by the maximum load current Iout(max) that a single
VR can drive. Therefore, it is tractable to search all possible
DVFS levels of the cores in the same group when only voltage
increases are possible. We have implemented a clustering-
based heuristic solution as shown in Algorithm 1. We first

sift through the cores in a group driving a small amount of
current so that they can be combined with others. In order
to respond to the dynamically changing current, we determine
the amount of current of each core by the average current dur-
ing the (previous) decision period, TDVFS (i.e., in the proactive
VRCon, we first determine the voltage levels of the cores and
the network configuration. Later, during the current decision
period, the reactive VRCon changes the network configuration
according to the dynamically changing current of cores in real
time.) Next we perform the function, Find_Max_Saving, in
Algorithm 1 to find the two cores and their voltage level that
can achieve the maximum power saving, if they are merged
with the same voltage level. We then treat these two cores
as one equivalent core. The procedure is repeated until no
energy saving can be achieved by VRCon, in the function of
VRcon_pro_I.

Notice that if the VRCM gets involved in the task alloca-
tion to the cores, and the target platform has a large number of
cores, then solving (7) may require more sophisticated com-
binatorial optimization approach to find the best core to VR
matches. This is, however, outside the scope of this paper.
Instead, interesting readers may refer [26], [27] that had con-
sidered the issues in the hardware-software cosynthesis and
codesign.

D. Design Considerations

Compared to the conventional per-core DVFS platforms
where each core has a single dedicated VR, our pro-
posed network switches will incur additional energy losses.
Precisely, the switching energy loss of the ith network switch,
ENS,switching,i, the first and second term in (5) have a direct
effect on the time period of the reactive VRCon, TNS. In
general, the lower bound of TNS can be determined by

max[δi · DelayNS,i, for 1 ≤ l ≤ N] ≤ TNS (8)

where δi is the transition factor, and DelayNS,i is the delay of
the network switch that powers the ith core. Interesting readers
may refer [28] that describes the detailed way to calculate
DelayNS by using the power MOSFET parameters in datasheet.
If the ith core changes its network switch, δi = 1, otherwise,
δi = 0. Then the set of δi is derived from

N∑
i=1

δiENS,switching,i ≤ GainVRCon(TNS) (9)

where GainVRCon(TNS) is the total energy that can be saved
from the reactive VRCon during time period TNS.

Regarding to selecting the network switches, the following
should be considered. In (5), ENS,switching,i is proportional to
the charge of the switches, whereas the conduction energy
loss, ENS,conduction,i, is affected by RNS. Therefore, if the
switch transition occurs frequently in a short time, selecting a
power MOSFET that offers the smaller charge values may be
preferable. In contrast, if TNS is long enough, ENS,conduction,i

would become the dominant source of ENS,i. Then designers
would better focus on choosing the smaller RNS. Of course, the
area overhead due to the network switches should be carefully
determined at the design time.
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Fig. 6. Design flows to determine the VRs and the number of network
switches in the proposed platform. Per-core* in the figure means that a
designer puts more weight on the energy saving of the VR by setting it to
achieve the best efficiency in the normal operation condition of each core.

Selecting the VRs is another important concern in the pro-
posed platform. The VR has limited capability to provide a
large amount of load current, as mentioned above in Section II.
Typically, the VRs that have the higher load current capabili-
ties are equipped with power MOSFETs that offer the smaller
resistance but relatively higher charges. Therefore, these VRs
perform their peak conversion efficiencies in the higher load
current region than the peak conversion efficiency region of
the VRs that have the lower load current capabilities. If the
VRs with larger capabilities are selected (i.e., these VRs will
achieve peak conversion efficiency in the higher load current
region than the normal load current of each core), the potential
power saving from VRCon could be much higher than the case
when each VR is optimally chosen to power a single core (in
this case the VR achieves peak efficiency at the normal oper-
ation condition of a single core). Nevertheless, we should also
consider the later case that accords with the original setup of
the VRs for the per-core DVFS: each VR is dedicated to power
a single core with the best VR efficiency. In this paper, for the
fair comparison between the results from applying VRCon and
not, we use the same platform for both cases that adopts one
type of the VRs, each of which is set to achieve the high effi-
ciency in the normal operation region of the core, or each of
which has the high load current capability. We calls this setup
as a homogeneous PDN. Later in Section IV, we will also dis-
cuss a heterogeneous PDN that is composed of two different
types of VRs, one for VRCon and the other for the operation
of the core.

Meanwhile, the capability of the VR also affects the num-
ber of cores in a group. In other words, due to the limited
capability of the VR, the number of cores that can be con-
nected to one VR should be limited. Therefore, designing the
VR-to-core network to support all the connections between
all the VRs and cores is redundant. In addition, the output

voltage fluctuation (also known as voltage droop [29]) prob-
lem should be taken into consideration. Because a rapid and
large change of the load current of a VR can cause a critical
output voltage swing of the VR, more than a certain num-
ber of cores should not be connected to one VR at once. We
thus proposed the network grouping, where only the VRs and
cores grouped in the same subnetwork can be connected. This
is also described in Fig. 4. Furthermore, owing to the lim-
ited numbers of connections between the network switches
and cores, this grouping can mitigate the scalability issue that
the power/implementation overhead from the network switches
becomes more significant as the platform is equipped with
more cores.

Finally, we present the design flows in Fig. 6 to select the
VRs and determine the number of cores in a group. A designer
first selects the VRs after deciding where to put more weight
on, between the benefits from the VRs optimized for the nor-
mal operation condition of each core, and advantage of the
VRCon by using the VRs offering the high capabilities. If the
designer chooses the first, then the number of cores in a group
may be smaller than that from the case when the designer
chose the later. According to the required design specification
that allows the power/implementation overhead of the network
switches, the designer may need to retrace the flows, in such a
way that the designer increases/decreases the number of cores
in a group, and even select the VRs again.

IV. HETEROGENEOUS PDN

In the previous section, we have discussed the relationship
between the effectiveness of VRCon and the current driving
capability of a single VR in the homogeneous PDN. When the
VR is selected to achieve its highest efficiency in the normal
operation region of each core, the current driving capability
of switches in the VR may be relatively small (we call this
VR a little VR), and in this case we can achieve limited power
saving from VRCon. On the other hand, selecting the VRs with
a higher capability (we call this VR a big VR) can increase the
power savings from the VRCon, while losing the benefits from
selecting little VRs when VRCon is not applied. Therefore,
selecting VRs in a target homogenous PDN requires accurate
estimation of how often the VRCon will be applied and how
much energy saving will result from the VRCon. However,
these information may be difficult to obtain at the design stage.
Then an inaccurate estimation can lead to mismatched VRs,
thereby losing both benefits of little VRs and big VRs.

To overcome the drawback of the homogeneous PDN, we
present the heterogeneous PDN comprised of big and little
VRs. The heterogeneous PDN represents a desirable tradeoff
between two extremes of selecting only big VRs or only little
VRs. In this paper, we consider the two (big and little) types
of VRs instead of various types of VRs due to the following
reasons.

1) Using only two types of VRs reduces the control com-
plexity. Applying VRCon to the heterogenous PDN must
solve a problem to find optimal connections between
cores and the VRs that are not the little VR. If there
exist many types of such big VRs, the complexity of the
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Fig. 7. Part of the proposed platform with the heterogeneous VRs: each
group has the R big VRs and M-R little VRs.

problem may significantly increase, which may result in
a heavy computation complexity of the VRCM.

2) Because the number of cores and VRs in a group is
limited (due to the power/implementation overhead), the
possible range of the load current of all cores in a group
is limited. If the current range is not too wide, using two
types of VRs may be enough to improve the efficacy of
VRCon in the heterogenous PDN.

We first explore a heterogeneous PDN design that has the
same number of little VRs as in the homogeneous PDN, but
is equipped with extra big VRs in each group. This design
enjoys both benefits (of little VRs and big VRs), in that the
little VR achieves high efficiency by powering a single or
a few number of cores, and the big VR takes responsibility
for the consolidation of a large number of cores. However,
adding extra big VRs may not yield commensurate benefits
that justify the area/implementation overheads. For instance,
if there are M cores in a group, adding R extra big VRs in
a group requires an additional M · R network switches and
additional wire connections to the VR. The overheads will be
exacerbated as the number of cores embedded in the plat-
form increases. More precisely, if the big VR consists of
the LTC3816 converter (area: 35 mm2 and cost: $4.8 [11])
with two Si4442DY power MOSFETs (each, 27 mm2 and
$3.25 [30]), one 7 447 709 100 inductor (69 mm2, $3.1) and
three EEE-1EA100WR capacitors, (each, 12 mm2, $0.5), one
big VR at least occupies 194 mm2, and requires $15.9—the
device prices are taken from [31]. Moreover, if there exists
eight cores in a group, adding one big VR needs eight more
network switches, which may induces 216 mm2 area overhead
and $26 additional cost.

A. Proposed Design of the Heterogeneous PDN

Adding extra big VRs to the existing PDN with little VRs
can not avoid the scalability issue. Therefore, instead of adding
redundant devices, we propose the heterogeneous PDN that
replaces R little VRs by the same number of big VRs in each
group. Consequently, the total number of VRs assigned to one
group is the same with that in the homogeneous PDN design.
Fig. 7 illustrates the proposed design of heterogeneous PDN,
as a part of the proposed platform in Fig. 4.

In order to determine how many little VRs should be
replaced by big VRs, and how to select the powerFETs for the
big VRs, we first need to estimate the load conditions of all
the cores in a group. Recall that the homogeneous PDN design

Algorithm 2 To Determine the Number of the Big VRs in a
Group and the Power MOSFETs Inside the Big VRs

Initialization
define Gain(R, Cap) � Gain(R, Cap) is the energy savings of
both cores and VRs for the given load condition profile, when the
R number of the big VRs in a group are replaced. The capability
Cap of the switches are attached to the big VR.
g = Gain(0, Caplittle) � R = 0 implies that no big VR is required.

function Find_R_Wbig (Load condition profile)
for 1 ≤ m ≤ M do � To find i) the number of big VRs.

Cap = Caplittle + �Cap
while g < Gain(m, Cap) do � ii) the cap. of the big VR

g = Gain(m, Cap), Capbig = Cap, and R = m
Cap = +�Cap � �Cap is the min. cap. increase.

if Cap = Caplittle + �Cap then � this is the case that
increasing R can not bring the better power saving.

break
return (R, Capbig)

has a risk that inaccurate estimation of the load conditions
may cause mismatch between VRs and actual load conditions,
which can cause a significant amount of VR power losses. In
contrast, using both big and little VRs simultaneously can mit-
igate the risk from inaccurate estimation. Hence, we can use
the load profiles collected by running various benchmarks on
the target platforms to estimate the load conditions.

Let R denote the number of big VRs in a group, and
Capbig and Caplittle denote the current driving capability of
the switches inside the big VR and the little VR, respectively.
The objective here is to find such R and Capbig values to max-
imize the power gain, which is the power saving by applying
VRCon subtracted by the power loss from VR mismatches.
We present a heuristic solution that starts from replacing one
little VR by a big VR in a group. Then we keep increasing
Capbig from Caplittle and testing the big VR equipped with the
corresponding power MOSFETs, until the increased Capbig
no longer improves the power gain (see the while-loop in the
Algorithm 2). Next, we increase R to two, followed by increas-
ing Capbig of the two big VRs to search whether this increase
results in higher power gain than the value obtained previ-
ously with one big VR (see the for-loop in the Algorithm 2).
We repeat these procedures until we can not achieve higher
power gain. Algorithm 2 explains the proposed procedure in
detail.

B. VRCon for the Heterogeneous PDN

It is an NP-hard problem to apply VRCon to the proposed
heterogenous PDN to find the best connections between VRs
and cores to save the maximum amount of energy. To prove
the NP hardness of the problem, we reduce the problem to
only maximize the energy savings from VRCon, but ignore the
energy consumption induced by VR-to-core mismatches. Then
the problem is now transformed to a generalized assignment
problem, which can be formulated as follows.

Given that there are M (heterogeneous) VRs and M cores in
a group, each VR has a limited driving capability of its total
load current, and each core has a required load current level.
Any VR can be assigned to power a subset of cores, as long as
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TABLE I
DVFS FREQUENCY AND VOLTAGE LEVELS

the sum of the load currents of assigned cores does not exceed
the limit. Depending on the VR-to-core assignment, the profit
(i.e., power saving) of each VR varies. The objective is to
find an assignment in which the total profit is maximized. If
this problem is further simplified so that the profit is only a
function of load current, but not affected by the types of VRs,
the problem becomes a sort of multiple knapsack problem
that is a well known NP-complete problem in combinatorial
optimization.

We propose heuristic algorithms to apply the reactive and
proactive VRCons to the heterogeneous PDN. We first attempt
to maximize the utilization of the big VRs in the proposed
algorithms. In general, utilizing bigger VRs can give rise
to turning off more little VRs and mitigating the energy
loss incurred by the mismatches between big VRs and their
assigned cores. This approach can also significantly reduce the
computational overhead because we do not need to enumerate
all the possible connections between all the cores and VRs. At
the beginning of this step, we set one big VR as the target VR,
and estimate the benefit of each core if the core is connected
to the target VR. We define profit for each core as the power
saving that can be acquired from assigning the core to the big
VR and turning off the little VR. Then the profit of each ith
core is calculated as follows:

Ploss,little(Ii, Vi) − PNS,i − Ii(Vbase − Vi) (10)

where Ii and Vi are the load current and voltage levels of
the ith core, respectively, Ploss,little is the power loss of the
little VR in (1), and PNS,i is the power loss during the net-
work switch transition. Notice that, to calculate Ploss,little, we
suppose that the core is currently connected to a dedicated
little VR, regardless of what type of VR the core is actually
connected to. This is reasonable because any core should be
connected to a little VR if it is not connected to a big one. On
the other hand, the current connection between the core and
VR is taken into consideration during the calculation of PNS,i.
If the core is connected to a big VR, PNS,i is zero, otherwise
the transition incurs power dissipation PNS,i. The third term
is the estimate of power loss from the potential voltage level
change. Vbase is thus equal to Vi when the reactive VRCon is
applied. For the case of the proactive VRCon, we set Vbase to
the most common level (or the medium level) among all the
voltage levels of the cores.

Then we perform a procedure to select the cores that are
connected to the big VR. More precisely, the problem here
is to find a subset of cores, such that the sum of their prof-
its is maximized and the sum of their current values is less
than or equal to the limit of a big VR. This problem is
similar to the well-known Knapsack problem, so that we
can exploit a dynamic programming to solve the problem in
pseudo-polynomial time.

After assigning the cores to the target big VR, we repeat
above procedures for the other big VR, until all the big VRs are

Fig. 8. Part of the per-core DVFS results of Barnes and Streamcluster from
the Sniper simulation with four-core setup.

investigated or there exists no available core. If there remains
cores that are not connected to the big VRs, we now exploit
the VRCon algorithms that we have presented for the homoge-
nous PDN in Section III. To assign the rest of the cores to
the little VRs, for example, VRCon_pro_I in Algorithm 1
is used here again. Similarly, the reactive VRCon for the
heterogenous PDN in this step is the same as the reactive
VRCon for the homogeneous PDN that we have discussed in
Section III-B.

V. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

A. Experimental Setup

1) Per-Core DVFS, Multicore Processor Setup: Unlike the
conventional platform, the VRCM in our proposed platform
performs DVFS referred to the PMs initial recommendation.
We thus treat the PMs DVFS recommendation as given a priori
in this paper, exploit an offline DVFS approach as an inter-
mediate step for the overall aim. Similar to [4], we adopt an
ILP-based algorithm.

Finding the optimal frequency/voltage level of each core to
minimize the energy consumption under a certain performance
penalty, β, may be formulated to

min

(
R∑
r

S∑
s

Pr,sxr,s

)

s.t.
R∑
r

S∑
s

Dr,sxr,s < β, and
R∑
r

S∑
s

xr,s = R (11)

where R is the total number of intervals, and S is the set
of the five frequency/voltage levels described in Table I.
Pr,s is the power consumption when running at sth fre-
quency/voltage level for rth interval. By following the same
notation to Pr,s, Dr,s denotes the incurred delay under the
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Fig. 9. Topology of 16 cores (four 4-core processors) in Sniper simulation.

Fig. 10. VR schematic used in the SPICE simulation.

frequency/voltage condition. To obtain Pr,s, Dr,s, we first per-
formed detailed multicore simulations for various benchmarks
under the five frequency/voltage levels. From the simulation
set by the highest frequency/voltage level, the intervals and
the default instructions count for each interval were acquired.
Based on the default instruction counts, Pr,s, Dr,s were then
derived. Finally, IBM CPLEX was used to solve (11). Fig. 8
shows an example of the offline DVFS results from β = 15%,
for two applications in the four-core simulator setup.

We performed the multicore processor simulations in the
Sniper simulator. The platform configurations were set based
on Intel Xeon Nehalem architecture, the topology is shown
in Fig. 9. We modified the codes related to the McPAT
module in the Sniper to collect the power and timing data
from per-core DVFS. The multithreaded applications from
the PARSEC and SPLASH2 benchmarks were used in the
simulation.

2) Homogeneous PDN Setup: We selected the pro-
grammable VR from linear technology, LTC3816 [11], which
satisfies the Intel VR-design guideline (VRD 11.1 [32]), and
can power each core in our processor setup with the five out-
put voltage levels. Next, we selected Si4840DY for the power
MOSFETs, which is a N-channel trench power MOSFET
from Vishay Siliconix [33]. The on-state resistance and charge
and the maximum continuous drain current of Si4840DY are
9 m�, 19 nC, and 12.4 A, respectively. We then performed

Fig. 11. Efficiency and power loss versus load current for LTC3816 with
(a) Si4840DY, (b) Si4838DY, and (c) Si4442DY.

LTspice simulation based on the circuit diagram shown in
Fig. 10. Fig. 11(a) shows the resulted VR efficiencies accord-
ing to the various load current under the five output voltage
levels. We set the input voltage level to 12 V followed by
the VRD 11.1. Given that the load current profiles of a single
core gathered from the various benchmark simulations in the
Sniper simulator resulted that the typical load current ranged
from 4 to 10 A, and the maximum current was less than 12.4
A, the simulation results show that LTC3816 with Si4840DY
is tailored to the dedicated VR for the single core in our
multicore setup.

We performed additional homogenous PDN simulations
with a different VR setup, in order to investigate the effect
from the VR mismatch. As aforementioned, the VR mismatch
occurs if we select the power MOSFETs to let the VR have
the larger current driving capability, but the induced best effi-
ciency region of the VR may be higher than the load current
region from the normal operation of a single core. In real-
ity, when selecting VRs, designers put the high priority on
the capability of the VR so that the VRs can drive the maxi-
mum (possible) load current of a target core [11] (i.e., however,
the load current from the normal operation of the core can be
much less than the maximum load current). Furthermore, [15]
showed that real (smartphone) devices can be equipped with
some VRs that are set to achieve their best efficiencies in the
vicinity of the maximum load current value. In light of these,
we selected Si4838DY [34], which has the on-state resistance
RDS and charge Qg and the maximum continuous drain current
ID, 3 m�, 40 nC, and 25 A, respectively, to be incorporated at
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TABLE II
DESIGN PROCEDURE TO BUILD THE HETEROGENEOUS PDN, FOLLOWING

ALGORITHM 2: THE BASELINE (HOMOGENOUS) PDN WITH SI4840DY
(Caplittle = 12.4 A) ARCHIVES GVR = 22.56%, AND Gtotal = 5.56%.

DETAILS ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION V-A3

LTC3816. The resulted efficiency of LTC3816 with Si4838DY
from the LTspice simulations is shown at Fig. 11(b). This fig-
ure shows that the efficiency of LTC3816 with Si4838DY is
less than LTC3816 with Si4840DY in the region less than
12 A, but can drive the higher load current.

For the network switch, we select SiR800DP that has
the lowest resistance (2.3 m�) among the power MOSFETs
from Vishay Siliconix, which is also available in LTspice
simulation. SiR800DP has 40 nC on-state charge and occupies
32 mm2 area. By taking account of the load current driving
capability of the VR and power/area overhead of the network
switches, we set the number of VRs and cores in one group
of the VR-to-core networks to four.

3) Heterogenous PDN Setup: As we discussed in
Section IV, in order to mitigate the overheads of the big VRs
in the heterogenous PDN, we chose to replace R little VRs by
the same number of big VRs. And, we limit one network group
to support only connections between four cores and four VRs.

We used LTC3816 as the big VR, which was also used
in the previous homogeneous PDN, but we changed the
power MOSFET inside LTC3816 so that the big VR has a
higher current driving capability Capbig. To determine such
a power MOSFET, we first set the baseline: a homoge-
nous PDN that employs little VRs with Si4840DY power
MOSFET (Caplittle = 12.4 A). We used a testbench to per-
form Algorithm 2, which was one of the DVFS results
in Section V-A1. Precisely, we set one network group to
have four cores, and ran Barnes in two of the cores and
FMM in the other two cores. The performance penalty β

of the testbench was 15%. Next, we investigated the Vishay
power MOSFETs, such as Si4114DY, Si7106DN, Si4442DY,
and Si4838DY, as introduced in Table II. We performed
Algorithm 2 to find the power MOSFET equipped in the
big VR and the number of big VRs that could achieve the
highest Gain. For readers’ better understanding, we define
the total VR energy loss reduction GVR(%) and the total
energy saving in the platform Gtotal(%). Table II shows
that replacing a small VR by a big VR that includes
Si4442DY as the power MOSFET [30] results in the highest
improvement.

Finally, we selected the power MOSFET Si4442 for the
big VR in Table II. Si4442DY has on-state resistance RDS

and charge Qg of 5 m� and 36 nC, respectively, whereas
its maximum drain current ID is 22 A. As aforementioned,
due to the smaller resistance but higher on-state charge and

Fig. 12. VRCon result from Fig. 8.

ID of Si4442DY than those of Si4840DY, this big VR is
less efficient than the little VR if the current is low, but
achieves high efficiency in the high current region. In other
word, this big VR can drive the higher load current with
high efficiency than the little VR. Fig. 11(c) shows the effi-
ciency of the big VR, where its driving current capability
is 22 A. We determined the number of big VRs to one in
one group. Indeed, the improvement by exploiting the big
VR in Table II is not so distinguishable. This is because
the given load current profiles from the benchmarks were
well matched to the homogeneous PDN with the little VRs.
However, if the cores run into some different load current
conditions that were not captured by the used benchmarks,
the need to use the big VRs should be enlarged. For instance,
one case that the four cores have 1, 1, 1, and 12 A results that
one big VR can power all the cores with high efficiency, but
the homogenous PDN has to use two little VRs, and one of
them has the load current just 3 A that corresponds to very
low efficiency [see Fig. 11(a)]. We will discuss this later in
Section V-B3.

B. Simulation Results

1) Homogeneous PDN Composed of the VRs With
Si4840DY (Simply Called Well-Matched PDN): Following
Sections III-B and III-C, we performed the reactive and proac-
tive VRCon (see Algorithm 1) in the homogeneous PDN.
Fig. 12 shows the proactive VRCon result of the per-core
DVFS example described in Fig. 8. In the figure, the volt-
age levels of some of the cores in certain decision epochs
are changed from their initial levels for the VRCon, or some
of the cores are consolidated without voltage level change.
Fig. 12 also provides a histogram to show how often the con-
solidation occurs. As aforementioned, by defining the total
VR energy loss reduction as GVR and the total energy saving
in the platform as Gtotal, from the baseline VR and platform
energy consumption [note that these baselines are resulted
from the initial DVFS setup derived from (11)], the result
in Fig. 12 achieves GVR = 15.45%, and Gtotal = 4.02%. If
only the reactive VRCon were applied, GVR = 12.44%, and
Gtotal = 3.24%.
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TABLE III
SIMULATION RESULTS OF THE HOMOGENEOUS PDN (VRS WITH SI4840DY): APP.*, β , RE.*, PRO.*, GVR(%), AND Gtotal(%)

INDICATE THE APPLICATION, DVFS PERFORMANCE PENALTY, REACTIVE, PROACTIVE, VR ENERGY LOSS REDUCTION,
AND TOTAL ENERGY SAVING, RESPECTIVELY

TABLE IV
SIMULATION RESULTS OF THE MISMATCHED HOMOGENOUS PDN. lossmis

IS THE TOTAL ENERGY INCREASE (%) COMPARED TO THE TOTAL

ENERGY WITH THE WELL-MATCHED HOMOGENOUS PDN

We performed simulations on various applications under
the different simulator setups (different number of cores) and
different initial DVFS recommendations (derived from three
different performance penalties). Table III shows the results.
The number in the application name indicates the simulation
setups: (I)–(III) are for the 16-core, 8-cores, and four-cores
setups, respectively.

While Streamcluster, Barnes, and Raytrace resulted more
than 25% GVR, others except FFT achieves around 20% GVR.
Especially, Barnes improved 32% VR energy loss reduction
which achieved 8% total energy savings. The reason why the
gains of FFT were small may be because the load current val-
ues of each core from FFT are so high that: 1) the sum of the
load current values may be over the capability of the single VR
or 2) the efficiency corresponding to each load current value
is already high, so the increased efficiency from the consoli-
dation may not be distinguishable. In addition, Swaptions, as
an example of memory-bound application, where no perfor-
mance degradation was observed despite DVFS level drops,
its initial DVFS recommendations for the three performance
penalties are the same. That is why the VRCon results of
Swaption for different β values show the same improvements
in the table.

2) Homogeneous PDN Composed of the VRs With
Si4838DY (Simply Called Mismatched PDN): We then per-
formed simulations on the same applications in Table III,
but exploiting the mismatched PDN. Table IV shows the

improvement results from the case of each application that
the DVFS performance penalty, β, is 15%. We defined lossmis
to indicate how much (%) the total energy increased by chang-
ing the well-matched PDN to the mismatched PDN. The table
shows that lossmis can be upto 11%. Note that the gains here
were derived based on the total and VR energies from the
mismatched PDN without the reconfigurable setup, not based
on the energies from the well-matched PDN setup. Except the
gains of Swaption and Ocean that become slightly reduced,
the gains of all the applications, including GVR = 42%
from Raytrace, shows the increased results than correspond-
ing results in Table III. This implies that the efficacy of
the VRCon may become more powerful, as we discussed in
Section III-D.

3) Heterogeneous PDN: We finally performed the het-
erogenous PDN simulations, following Section IV-B. We
first explored the same applications used in the homoge-
nous PDN simulations. For the fair comparison, the gains
here were calculated based on the VR and total energies
resulted from the well-matched PDN without the reconfig-
urable setup. Table V shows the resulted gains, that the results
from the applications except Streamcluster, Swaption, and
Ocean become higher than the results from the simulations
with well-matched PDN.

However, the applications in Table V may not encompass
all the operating conditions of the cores, which may demon-
strate the more superiority of the heterogenous PDN. In other
words, as aforementioned in Section V-A3, there can be cer-
tain load current conditions of the cores, where the VRCon in
the heterogenous PDN can achieves prominent power savings
while the VRCon in the homogenous PDN can not. In order
to capture such conditions, we manipulated three scenarios.

1) Scenario 1: One core kept 12 A load current condition
but the others kept loading 1 A.

2) Scenario 2: From the case of Streamcluster with
β = 15%, we added 10 A to the load current condition
of only one core.

3) Scenario 3: The same setup to the Scenario 2, but
we used Radiosity. The simulation results are shown
in Table VI. As seen, the VRCon gains from the het-
erogenous PDN show much higher than those from the
homogenous PDN.
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TABLE V
SIMULATION RESULTS OF THE HETEROGENEOUS PDN. GVR AND Gtotal ARE THE GAINS FROM THE PROACTIVE VRCON

TABLE VI
RESULTS OF THE BOTH HOMOGENOUS AND HETEROGENOUS PDN FROM

THE THREE SCENARIOS. GAINS ARE FROM THE PROACTIVE VRCON

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper addressed the problem of power conversion effi-
ciency in the multicore platform, where significant power is
dissipated by the multiple VRs, and design limitations associ-
ated with the fixed VR-to-core network undermine the oppor-
tunity of power savings from the per-core DVFS technique.
This paper proposed the VRCon methods with the configurable
VR-to-core distribution network integrated in the proposed
multicore platform design. The reactive VRCon was presented
to configure the network to enhance the power conversion
efficiency under the predetermined DVFS levels. The proac-
tive VRCon was proposed to determine new DVFS levels for
maximizing system-wide energy saving without performance
degradation. We applied the proposed optimization methods
to the PDN composed of homogeneous VRs, and demon-
strated that the proposed method accomplish upto 32% VR
energy loss reduction. Then we explored the limitation of
the homogenous PDN, and proposed the heterogenous PDN
that can increase the benefits of the optimization methods by
incorporating VRs with a larger driving capability of load cur-
rent. The simulation results based on the realistic experimental
setups demonstrated that the proposed methods achieve upto
36% VR energy loss reduction and 9% total energy saving.
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